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����BECAUSE OF THIS����1 

 
BECAUSE OF THIS I am almost a man

because of this I am almost a leaf

because of this I am almost a wave

or a particle, a portion of stone

something impurely electric, almost

and even, in the rain that washes off

skin and runs like faint blood

in my hair, because in the end

out on this spit, this thinned strait

this slightly landed place, because

I am almost none of these things

and the lights go out slowly

beyond the promenade and houses

sleep and I take your hand and

place it where my throat aches to

say as a woman in a place 

though you let the wind push you

about directions as they change do not
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emerge from the sea unmoved but 

say as a woman let us, and let us 

because we are almost there 

you can see where the valley cleaves 

almost in twain and surge 

so much colder than your hand 

washes atrophy into ocean 

 
����KISS AND MOCK���� 

 
Kiss vulgar word and 

straight will resemble. 

You want to tinker verse 

in my life. Oh! 

infinitely added. 

So then do you 

take out such art 

and a woman's face may 

as flowers do 

as vital, of marjoram. 

How can it go wrong? 

 

Sales draw no remembrance. 

No exchequer now. 

No defence can. 

What next my jade! 

We must expire 

in a permanent sky 

very refuse of ill 

each cutting with 

forests or the state 

dearer citizen each year! 
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But thou, mouse 

mock their faces. 

 
 
����ARIA DA CAPO���� 

 
Breasts are not fast 

they dangle light in fresh frost 

peekaboo glass, they scare time 

anything not done 

becomes undone, a breeze loose 

in the vine, shakedown of morning 

errors in an address line 

although the slack seems 

pleasing in the shelter of the rolladoor 

even strangers at the gate 

with black books and clips 

will allow the pale to shine, it is 

not a bow to weaponry if 

the shoulder is hurt and jackets 

shudder in the rebound. 

The noise does not overcome 

complacency. 

 

It’s a short walk to the roadside 

a smell of rotting leaves 

letterbox rust. That’s 

not destiny. That’s simplicity. 

But a curve complicates the interior. 

What I touch does not forbid me. 

If day gets tight I know 

what returns me. 
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Skin lies rather than a mirror 

shades fall from clamps and reveal 

nothing. There’s darkness at 

the hinges of the flesh 

the nipple vanishes 

the mouths of the unborn. 

 

The highway runs its guns 

in a banal way that’s almost real 

you can nearly taste 

the metal even streets away. 

 

Keep walking till you find a door. 

Perhaps curtains spread further 

than you are willing to go. 
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A SECOND IS only a sample of how 

a roof becomes rain. 

I’ve been careless with corsets. 

When the sex machine’s on the blink 

turn up yr radio, is it the sound 

of silver pumping? 

There’s too much ash and 

not enough syntax 

to make me watch with my baby tonight. 

If prime ministers could shelve their selves we 

could all be walking to boot. 

A mosquito yaps into 
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the shimmering yard, if the dark’s 

dark that’s perception for you, boom tish 

but wait, it’s the milky way 

staggering up there. 

Ladies and gentlemen, here’s to the aliens 

yes to all those yeses. 

The rose isn’t as ancient as its seed 

but it opens, dung is juice 

and the zipper is broken. 

But you can’t recall your species anymore 

they won’t listen. 

Succumbing isn’t an answer 

nor is it a question 

and you could be right 

or frustrated by imagination. 

Let’s fall without sleeping this once. 
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